BE A SEARCH SUPERHERO
FLING FAKE NEWS FAR-AWAY!

1. **USE INFO10.ORG (& ISearch for Reliable Sources)**
   (Username: setigers  Password: tigers)

2. **USE ADVANCED SEARCH IN GOOGLE**
   Take command of the results that you want by searching by the site domain: .gov, .edu .org

3. **BE WARY OF URL ENDINGS LIKE .COM.CO**

4. **USE ADVANCED SEARCH IN GOOGLE TO NARROW BY REGION**
   See information from another country’s perspective

5. **USE TRIANGULATION**
   Read multiple articles to make sure the facts are accurate

6. **CHECK YOUR SOURCES FOR ACCURACY, AUTHORITY (WHO WROTE IT), CURRENCY & OBJECTIVITY**
   Also, consider what purpose was the source made for?

7. **DO A REVERSE IMAGE SEARCH ON ARTICLE/IMAGES THAT YOU ARE SKEPTICAL OF**
   Right click on an image and choose to search Google for it. ...If the image appears with a lot of other stories it may not be an original

8. **WHEN IN DOUBT, FACT CHECK**
   Use sites like Snopes.com, Politifact.com, or FactCheck.org to fact check. Remember not to use satirical sites like The Onion for research, but only for fun :)